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Eugenia (Jean) (nee Wayman) Sharon b. Wilno, Poland (Vilnius, Lithuania) 3.30.1922; 2nd 
youngest of 2 brothers/sister; father owned one largest stores in Vilna (Eugenia later discloses 
“Everyone knew our name like NY knows Macy’s”); attended prestigious private school; father’s 
charitable works; celebrating Jewish holidays; extended family, some who survived; family’s 
strong emphasis on education, “Hitler could take away our youth but not our education”; 
experiencing anti-Semitism; outbreak of war, disbelief in genocide rumors, “This I can never 
believe.”; father stopped buying “Made in Germany”; attending school (biology); “Russians 
came, taking things away from rich (took father’s entire store), then came Lithuanians, then 
Germans”; one of father’s employees returned keys to store, “You were so good to the working 
class.”; forced to wear yellow star, told not to walk on sidewalk; Eugenia bartering 
jewelry/money with Lithuanian soldier to save father; Lithuanians knock on door again & 
Eugenia shares her extreme pain, recalling father’s capture; failed efforts to save father - 
Interviewer: “Many killed that day” (Aug 12 or 13); pain leaving home as family forced into 
ghetto, gathering few things; to save lives, Eugenia adopted by (presumed non-Jewish) woman, 
sister adopted by man, aunt married a man; Jews required to give away gold; police (some 
Jewish “Not all Jewish police were nice.”); forced labor in streets, to obtain piece of bread to 
share with mother & sister, digging holes; “whole ghetto taken to jail”; brothers killed at Ponary; 
uncle, married to blonde woman, saved Eugenia/mother/sisters by paying off German soldier - 
family then lived with uncle as his own; mother who “did not look or sound Jewish” (unlike 
Eugenie) took star off, returned to ghetto, & bought back some of their jewelry; further 
comments on Jewish police; ghetto liquidation, split in two, “left side to die”; mother saved 
she/daughters by pleading with Nazi in perfect German; family sent to Kaiserwald and then to 
Strasdenhof in Riga, Latvia - slave labor camp (silk factory), received piece of bread & water 
soup; during selection, numbers on youth called so the younger Eugenia took off coat (with 
number) & gave to mother, mother survived then hid under barrack bed but a cousin betrayed 
Eugenia’s mother by turning her out, then a little girl assisted Eugenia's mother with hiding; 
harsh feelings Eugenia holds towards cousin, also a survivor; family sent to Stutthof 
concentration camp; mother had always been optimistic until Stutthof; in attempt to save 
mother a 2nd time, Eugenia beaten, told Nazi, “Your beating doesn’t hurt me but hurting my 
mother does.”; Eugenia/mother/sister transferred to Bruss-Sophienwalde camp which was 
“mostly Hungarians”; prisoner using her sex appeal with soldiers; Eugenia putting lives of others 
before her own; Russians entering camp, forcing walk to a stable; "Russians were not so nice to 
girls."; mother wanting to return to Vilna to unearth their hidden gold/jewelry, Eugenia not 
wanting to return; family goes to Lutz, met Jewish Frenchman that wanted to marry her; heard 
an uncle survived & in America, telegrammed him; meantime, met Polish man headed for Israel 
& married him; discussion on "how God could allow this to happen."; memories that "keep 
coming back," especially "brother's last words to her, 'Take care of Mother.'"; reluctance to 
burden her children with her tragic story  
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